**Fall Protection Legislation**

Every day in the European construction industry, one person dies due to a fall from height.

Health and Safety legislation states that fall protection measures must be put in place by the employer of any person working at height where a fall hazard exists.

If it is not feasible to eliminate the hazard using a collective system, then a personal protective equipment system must be selected and used, be it for restraint, work positioning or fall arrest purposes.

This system consists of a full body harness, an intermediate attachment and an anchorage point located close to the work area.

The personal protective equipment manufactured by Bacou-Dalloz includes fall protection systems designed to save the life of the worker (category 3 - PPE against mortal or serious and irreversible danger).

Each product conforms to the harmonised European standards.

**Standard Heading**

**EN353-1** Guided type fall arrest - rigid anchorage line and rails

**EN353-2** Guided type fall arrest - flexible anchorage line

**EN354** Lanyards

**EN355** Shock absorbers

**EN358** Work positioning systems

**EN360** Retractable type fall arresters

**EN361** Full body harness

**EN362** Connectors

**EN795(b)** Anchorage devices - Class B

**EN963** Fall arrest systems

**Training And Development of a Fall Programme**

The employer is required by law to develop a comprehensive fall protection programme:

This involves identifying the fall hazards in the workplace, selecting the products that would be most suitable for the task, and training the workers in the proper use of the fall protection equipment.

Contact Hallmark Technical Support Services for further information on these three aspects, including site support and the competent person’s course. Refer to page 8.8 for training details.

**Standard Harnesses**

TITAN™ by Miller is a complete range of user-friendly fall protection products that meets industry and construction compliance requirements. Standard products with some add-on features make the TITAN™ line a cost-effective choice for fall protection.

**EN358** Guided type fall arrest - rigid anchorage line and rails

**EN353-2** Guided type fall arrest - flexible anchorage line

**EN354** Shock absorbers

**EN360** Retractable type fall arresters

**EN361** Full body harness

**EN362** Connectors

**EN795(b)** Anchorage devices - Class B

**EN963** Fall arrest systems

**Ideal for MEWPS/cherry pickers**

**TITAN Restraint Kit EN354/EN361**

- 1 point harness for rear anchorage
- 2m lanyard with two Karabiners

**Each £43.18**

**TITAN Roofers Kit EN361/EN353-2**

- 1 point harness with rear anchorage
- Automatic rope grab with 10m anchorage line and 30cm attachment lanyard

**Each £63.12**

**TITAN Work Positioning Lanyard EN358**

- Adjustable 12mm polyamide rope lanyard
- 2m with two twistlock Karabiners

**Each £89.14**

**Ideal for construction**

**TITAN Construction Kit EN361/EN360**

- 1 point harness for rear anchorage
- 2m lanyard with two Karabiners

**Each £43.18**

**TITAN Fall Arrest Kit EN361/EN355**

- 1 point harness with rear anchorage
- 2m shock-absorbing lanyard with two screwgate Karabiners

**Each £82.11**

**TITAN Fall Arrest Kit EN361/EN358**

- 1 point harness with rear anchorage
- 2m shock-absorbing lanyard with two screwgate Karabiners

**Each £82.11**

**TITAN Fall Arrest Kit EN361/EN358**

- 1 point harness with rear anchorage
- 2m shock-absorbing lanyard with two screwgate Karabiners

**Each £82.11**

**TITAN Fall Arrest Kit EN361/EN358**

- 1 point harness with rear anchorage
- 2m shock-absorbing lanyard with two screwgate Karabiners

**Each £82.11**

**TITAN Fall Arrest Kit EN361/EN358**

- 1 point harness with rear anchorage
- 2m shock-absorbing lanyard with two screwgate Karabiners

**Each £82.11**
**COMFORT HARNESSES/KITS**

**DURAFLEX Elasticated Harness**

The natural choice for greater mobility and extreme comfort.

**Duraflex Elasticated Harness**

- 1 point rear anchorage harness
- Teflon coated = Fully adjustable

**H02.MA02** Each £45.80

**Duraflex Elasticated Harness**

- 2 point Duraflex harness
- Adjustable
- Rear and front anchorage with Teflon finish
- Front anchorage soft webbing loops

**H02.MA04** Each £50.45

**Duraflex Harness Kit 8**

- The kit contains the MA02 harness with shock absorbing lanyard and 50mm scaffold hook
- Excellent in comfort and practicality
- Complete with flex case

**H03.MK8** 1.75m Lanyard Each £139.00

**Duraflex Harness Backpack**

- This kit contains the MA02 with rear anchorage
- Elasticated Manyard with 63mm scaffold hook
- Complete with backpack

**H03.MK11** 1.75m Lanyard Each £139.00

**Barracuda Scaffolders’ Manyard**

- Operated with one hand
- Supplied with elasticated manyard
- The scaffolding anchorage connector designed to be used on vertical or horizontal scaffold tube
- Extremely lightweight and portable = EN361/EN795

**H04.10470** 1.75m Each £150.45

**Duraflex Detail**

- Teflon coated = Fully adjustable
- Rear and front anchorage with Teflon finish
- Front anchorage soft webbing loops

**H02.MA02** Each £108.45

**What’s the difference? Standard or Duraflex Harnesses**

**The Standard Harness**

- Non-Stretch
- Hard wearing

**The Duraflex Harness**

- Stretchs
- Hard wearing
- Comfortable
- Teflon coated for protection from oils, cements etc.

**H04.12334** Each £99.60

**Kevlar Flame Retardant Harness**

- 1 point Kevlar harness
- With rear anchorage
- Sub-pelvic strap
- Adjustable support straps
- Clips on shoulder straps for lanyard when not in use = EN358

**H04.12534** Each £129.00

**Duraflex Harness with Falcon Arrestor Kit**

- This kit contains the MA02 Duraflex Harness and the new Falcon PRL unit and scaffold hook
- Ideal for scaffolding applications

**H03.MK12** 1.9m

**Miller Revolution Telecoms and Utilities Harness**

- Dorsal D-ring and front anchorage loops
- Pinotlink™ connections at waist level
- Integrate accessory system = EN361
- Cam buckle adjustment and web finals
- Self contained label pack
- Standard fixing buckles

**H04.14255** Each £165.30

**PENNY HARNESS**

- Central D-rings = EN361
- Multiple adjustment for perfect fit = EN361/EN795

**H02.MA02** Each £108.45

**Baracuda Scaffolders’ Manyard**

- Operated with one hand
- Supplied with elasticated manyard
- The scaffolding anchorage connector designed to be used on vertical or horizontal scaffold tube
- Extremely lightweight and portable = EN361/EN795

**H04.10475** 1.75m Each £150.45

**Free Fast Delivery Nationwide**

**sales tel:** 01227 833970

**sales fax:** 01227 832802

**email:** sales@hallmarksafety.com
## Connectors/Lanyards

**Fall Arrest Blocks**

- **Falcon PFL Self Retracting Line**
  - EN360
  - Lightweight personal fall arrestor on the market (approx. 1kg).
  - Made from 15mm polyamide webbing.
  - Comes complete with swivel karabiner and scaffold hook.
  - No annual factory re-certification required.
  - H05.11530 - 1.9m Each £128.10

- **Personal Fall Limiter (PFL) Unit**
  - EN360
  - Enhanced safety, especially at low levels.
  - Retractable lanyard reducing tripping hazards.
  - Quick-activating high strength stainless steel.
  - No annual factory re-certification required.
  - H05.8588 - 2.8m Each £121.90

- **Black Rhino Self Retracting Line**
  - EN360
  - Designed to endure harsh environments.
  - Ideal for concrete construction, welding, steel erection.
  - No annual factory re-certification required.
  - H05.12300 - 2.85m Each £118.70

**Rope Anchorage Lines**

- **Duraflex Scaffold Hook Manyard**
  - EN365
  - Stretchable manyard with karabiner and scaffold hook.
  - Teflon coated.
  - H05.ME66 - 2m Each £38.40

- **Falcon Self Retracting Lifelines**
  - EN360
  - Tested and approved for vertical and horizontal situations (when used with MJ51 sling and ML00 karabiner).
  - No annual factory re-certification required, therefore reducing cost of ownership.
  - Lifetime housing guarantee gives assurance that you are dealing with the most robust, high impact product on the market.
  - H05.11728 - 6.2m Each £398.13
  - H05.11742 - 10m Each £416.80

**Rope Restraint Lanyard**

- **TITAN Work Positioning Lanyard**
  - EN368
  - With 2 karabiners.
  - H05.M010 - 1.0m Each £22.45
  - H05.M015 - 1.5m Each £24.90
  - H05.M020 - 2m Each £25.90

- **Rope Restraint Lanyard**
  - EN354
  - With 2 karabiners.
  - H05.M010 - 1.0m Each £22.45
  - H05.M015 - 1.5m Each £24.90
  - H05.M020 - 2m Each £25.90

**Fall Arrest Block**

- **Composite coated lightweight block featuring fall indicator.**
  - Complete with screwgate karabiner and scaffold hook.
  - Stainless steel rope.
  - H05.M100 - 10mm cable Each £134.00
  - H05.M115 - 15m cable Each £132.10

**Shock Absorbing Lanyard**

- **Steel Anchorage Sling**
  - EN795
  - An ideal, effective solution for anchorage.
  - H05.MJ00 - 0.6m Each £7.82
  - H05.MJ01 - 0.8m Each £9.55

**Double Shock Absorbing Lanyard**

- **Composite cased lightweight block featuring fall indicator.**
  - Complete with screwgate karabiner and scaffold hook.
  - Stainless steel rope.
  - H05.M100 - 10mm cable Each £134.00
  - H05.M115 - 15m cable Each £132.10

**Rope Restraint Lanyard**

- **Screwgate Karabiner**
  - EN362
  - Galvanised connector with twist lock.
  - H05.ML00 - 18mm Each £15.95

- **Alloy Twistlock Karabiner**
  - EN362
  - Light alloy twistlock karabiner.
  - H05.ML02 - 20mm opening Each £13.95

- **Steel Anchorage Sling**
  - EN95
  - Ideal for heavy duty anchorage requirements.
  - H05.MJ01 - 1m Each £19.45

**Webbing Anchorage Sling**

- **Rope Anchorage Lines**
  - Use with H05.MF51 rope grab.
  - H05.M7613 - 10m Each £142.30
  - H05.M7614 - 20m Each £175.00
  - 30m, 40m and 50m also available.
Increase Worker Productivity and Safety with Miller Bandit Tool Lanyards

When performing jobs at height, workers can sometimes lose their grip. Tools are often dropped, reducing the efficiency and potentially causing serious injuries to workers below. With Miller Bandit Tool Lanyards, that doesn’t have to be the case.

Product Training and Certification

A complete range of courses designed to meet the current legislation requiring trained operatives and inspectors. All courses are fully certified and some are approved by the C.I.T.B for grant assistance.

Fixed/Permanent Systems

- Full site survey  •  Recommendations
- Qualified engineers for fit-out
- Transfer stations, roof maintenance, pole access . . . and many more applications.
- Please ask for a FREE site survey and estimate

Hands free ladder solution

- Safe and approved system for working at height whilst maintaining three points of contact.
- ask for details or demonstration